TRANSFORMING
THE GOVERNANCE
OF FEDERAL
HUMAN CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT
Over many years, and many expert recommendations the government has been unable to comprehensively modernize the
civil service. This is because it lacks the capacity to do so. Providing a business case across 5 areas to support 3 recommendations
and 16 major actions initially resulting in the passage of a Human Capital Reform Act, the government will have the functional
capacity and technology to support an eﬃcient, eﬀective, and credible Human Capital Management (HCM) system.
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Despite being the world’s largest employer, federal HCM
is inefficient, lacks credibility, is not investment or future
oriented, and lacks a government-wide perspective.
The federal government lacks a central entity that has the capacity to
envision and address the future of work, shared services, civil service
modernization, and technology needs in the HCM workplace.
Current HCM is weighed down with a plethora of antiquated regulations
and multiple pay and personnel systems (that are not all controlled by
OPM). For example, the job classiﬁcation process has not changed
since 1949.
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The world of work is changing — HCM must be prepared
to meet the needs of agencies and employees.
Both agencies and federal employees need more agility to address the
fast-paced changing world and adapt to the way people prefer to work
and contribute.
Pay systems do not diﬀerentiate between high and low performers,
nor are they sensitive to the market or occupations resulting in some
comparatively underpaid or overpaid positions.
They want to contribute, improve their skills, and have ﬂexibility
regarding alternative work arrangements, project-based work, and ability
to move from agency to agency or in and out of government with ease.
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The budget, oversight, and management processes place
significant strain on HCM.
The budget and management process has challenged the government
workforce with budget uncertainty, change, and a lack of attention on
government-wide HCM.
Federal spending is organized around 20 major programmatic functional
areas, such as national defense or health, but HCM and other missionsupport functions have no cross-government organizational focus.
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Federal HCM is significantly more costly than the
private sector.

No one really knows what HCM costs across the government to include policy,
process, people, systems, technology, and lost opportunity. As with most
mission-support functions there appears to be tremendous cost, duplication
fragmentation, and inconsistency with little to no overall focus.
Cost per HR Transaction
Cost to Hire
Cost for Technology per Person
HR Staﬀ to Employee Ratio
HR Specialist Salary
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Federal Government

$2,683
$10,561
$800+
1:53
$89,000

Private Sector

$594–$1,087
$4,100
$310
1:75
$53,000

The federal government is no longer an inspirational
employer.

The government has evolved
to take on much more complex
problems and requires top talent
to achieve, yet according to
a PEW survey, only 20% of
Americans trust the government
to do the right thing.
Also critical is the fact that the
underage 30 demographic is
less than 2% of the federal IT
workforce, and the demographic
over age 55 has increased 83%
over the past 20 years.
National Commission on Military
and National Public Service report
lays out a set of actions to better
attract and retain younger
Americans to the government
workforce by creating ﬂexibilities,
competitiveness, and skills-gap
closure, and by developing a new
personnel system.

Based on a GAO study

60%

New agency employees
leave their job within 2 years
Workforce under age 30
Private Sector &
Federal Government Other Countries

<6% 24%
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Creating Capacity to Enable Effective Change
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Recommendations and Actions
Develop a new framework for the Legislative and Executive Branches to work together on
critical mission and mission-support requirements.

Action 1.1 Create a Leadership Focus on the Government’s Workforce
Action 1.2 Plan, Measure, and Report
Action 1.3 Prepare Human Capital Professionals
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Reform the U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) into an efficient, effective, strategic, and credible governor of
government-wide human capital that supports both mission-delivery and meeting the future needs of government.

Action 2.1 Reorganize OPM into Four Primary Functional Areas
Action 2.2 Change the Director Position to a Term Appointment and Provide
Eﬀective Oversight
Action 2.3 Rename OPM and Modify Its Mission
Action 2.4 Streamline and Simplify Personnel Regulations
Action 2.5 Establish the Oﬃce of Strategic Programs within OPM
Action 2.6 Establish New Oﬃce of Human Resources Programs within OPM
Action 2.7 Reengineer, Eliminate, or Move Existing Functional Areas
Action 2.8 Invest in and Develop Critical HCM Technologies
Action 2.9 Enhance the Capacity of the Chief Human Capital Oﬃcer (CHCO)
Council to Be a Deliberative Advisory Body
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Become an inspirational employer and invest in people.

Action 3.1
Action 3.2
Action 3.3
Action 3.4

Strengthen the Budget Process
Strengthen the Workforce
Modernize the Civil Service
Promote Government as a Great Place to Work
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